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What lies ahead
• Napoleon famously observed that an army marches on its stomach; in a similar vein, an economy can grow only as fast as availability of
materials and labour. Material shortages were evident in the ISM reports, and the May jobs report revealed labour shortages.
• Some Fed members are starting to flag the need to start discussing tapering of its QE programme. Patrick Harker is the third member to
suggest that the tapering discussion is likely to come up soon after similar comments from the more influential Richard Clarida as well as
Randal Quarles. Despite the comments the Fed has so far succeeded in being boring as bond yields have reacted little to the twist in

comments.
• Markets are currently processing most economic readings through the filter of inflation implications.US CPI on Thursday is very
interesting; are we going to see another jump in prices? As in past months, due to base effects, focus should be on % m/m price changes.

• Also on Thursday, the German ZEW for June is due and may show some stabilisation in the expectations amid signs of peak in
manufacturing, but overall should still paint an upbeat picture. Current economic situation assessment still has some catch-up to do.
• The last German state election before federal election in September takes place on Sunday (6 June) in Sachsen-Anhalt. Will be very much
seen as a bell-weather for the September vote, especially how battered CDU is performing. Another bad performance as in the state
elections in March will increase the heat on Armin Laschet and his chancellor ambitions.

Unemployment : Key takeaways -1/2
• US economy has reached a phase in this recovery in which good news is, at times, interpreted as bad news:
• Strong job growth = good news
• Growth so strong it spurs persistently high inflation = not-so-good news
• Last week’s May employment report showed job growth is improving, but not as quickly as anticipated.,
• Employers added 559K jobs - On one hand, this was shy of consensus expectations of 670,000, indicating the labor market is still
suffering from the pandemic disruption. On the other hand, this was double the payroll gains of April, signaling that hiring momentum is

building as the reopening progresses. The fact that average hourly earnings jumped again points to the fact that employers are paying up
to find talent.
• We are still 7.64 million jobs below pre-pandemic total employment, leaving plenty of room for improvement.
•

Since 1939, every single expansion has seen the total number of people employed exceed the previous expansion’s peak – on average,
total employment rose 9.15 million jobs above the preceding peak. This would suggest an additional 16 million payrolls from May’s total.
While this is far from assured, job growth will persist for the next several years as lost jobs are regained and this expansion spurs
employment gains in new areas.

Unemployment : Key takeaways -2/2
• There is a clear mismatch between the supply of workers and the demand for labor. With 8.1 million job openings and 9.3 million unemployed
workers, demand has snapped back much more quickly than people have been able, or willing, to return to work. We suspect multiple factors are
contributing to this, including childcare, increased unemployment benefits and skills mismatches between pre-pandemic positions and existing needs.
• The strongest hiring gains were seen in leisure and hospitality (292,000) and education (144,000), signaling the hardest-hit sectors are starting to see
an upturn. This supports our view that job and labor force gains will build momentum in the second half of the year. These two areas alone still
account for nearly half of the deficit in pre-pandemic total employment.
• The unemployment rate fell to 5.8% from 6.1%. It is expected to continue to trend downward as vacancies are filled and impaired industries gain
footing. A concerning sign, however, was May’s 53,000 labor force decline - this reflects factors including increased retirements (possibly spurred by
higher stock and housing market values), but overall, it indicates that people remain hesitant to return to the workforce.
• The labour force participation rate stands at 61.6%, which is much improved from 60.2% a year ago but still well below the pre-pandemic rate of
63.4%, as well as the 67% level from 20 years ago. A total of 3.5 million people have exited the labour force since the pandemic began, which is a
significant drag on employment conditions.
• This decline to be recouped as economic conditions progress toward a new normal. The growth rate of the labour force is a key element of GDP
growth. We think a growing workforce and faster hiring will be a strong chassis upon which the expansion will advance.

Dual mandate
• There is plenty of open road ahead for this economic expansion, and consumer spending will be the driving force. But the current labor shortage,
combined with heaps of stimulus, means that there is the risk of inflation..
• Wages rose a very strong 0.5% in May, the third-strongest month-over-month gain during the past year. (April’s gain represented the second
strongest.) Healthy wages are good for household consumption, but this recent jump in average hourly earnings has added to the mounting

concerns over rising inflation. On a year-over-year basis, May wages were up a modest 2%, well less than half the average of January through
March. As service sector jobs – particularly in the leisure, hospitality and food service areas – return, the overall pace of wage increases will
moderate.
• Fed has a dual mandate: stable inflation and maximum employment. The measures for each, however, have changed recently. On the upside, this

provides additional flexibility for the Fed to keep accommodative policies in place to support the recovery. The downside is that it raises the risk that
the Fed, speeding into a curve, will stay too loose for too long, fall behind and have to raise rates aggressively to catch up. Its maximum employment
mandate has been broadened beyond just the statutory unemployment rate. But Fed might pursue lower unemployment for longer than in prior
cycles to make labor market benefits more broad-based and inclusive. This means average inflation targeting, not maximum employment, will be
the trigger for eventual policy adjustments.
• While the risk of higher inflation and a Fed policy adjustment is not negligible, it’s also not inevitable.

Equity outlook
•

The fundamental outlook continues to be favorable, making a positive case for equities. Outside the double-dip recession of the early 1980s – when
inflation was at double digits – no recession in the last 75 years has begun when unemployment was at current levels and falling. The combination of
strong GDP growth, rising corporate profits and still-low interest rates will support an enduring bull market.

• Over the past 40 years, when earnings growth is accelerating following a recession, value and cyclical investments have traditionally outperformed growth
investments. Value is up more than 18% year-to-date, notably outpacing the returns for growth investments.
•

This reflects a rotation in leadership that might continue this year, given growth has handily outperformed value over the past several years- this
economic expansion will support strong earnings growth that should provide the opportunity for value leadership to persist. However, bouts of anxiety
regarding the durability of the recovery, as well as the prospects for the pace of earnings gains to moderate, still make a case for growth investments. This
warrants an allocation to both, with a slight overweight to value at this stage.

• Quality over speculation – Shares of AMC and crypto prices remained in the headlines last week as these speculative assets continued to exhibit extreme
volatility.

• The meteoric gains in these areas have caught investors’ interest. At the same time, as this expansion advances, economic and corporate fundamentals to
set the pace. While short-term gains may not be as eye-catching as frothy pockets of the market or as strong as the overall market returns of the past 15
months, we think high-quality investments and diversified allocations across asset classes will be well-positioned to navigate the next phase of the
expansion.

Global Manufacturing PMI –Key information
•

The global manufacturing PMI rose to an 11-year high of 56 in May, marginally up from April (55.9). The picture emerges that global demand continues to pick up,
while ongoing supply-side bottlenecks (e.g. scarcity in semiconductors and in global container transport) are capping the rebound in production growth.

•

The global new orders and exports sub-indices rose to new multi-year highs. At the same time, the global PMI-sub index for delivery times has fallen to a record low
of 37.4, even below the levels seen one year ago when the initial pandemic shock struck global supply chains. The global input prices sub-index has risen sharply over

the past months to a ten-year high of 71.6 in May, reflecting for instance rising commodity prices and a surge in container freight costs. And other sub-indices point to
these bottlenecks leading to a building-up of work backlogs and a further drop in stocks of finished goods. Although these disturbances are currently constraining the
rebound in global output to some extent, at the same time they will likely extend this rebound assuming that global demand will remain strong (with restrictions
being lifted as the vaccination roll-out continues).

•

Notwithstanding the solid outlook for global manufacturing, the various PMIs published for May also make clear that there is quite some divergence between
countries and regions.

•

The rebound in global manufacturing is currently being led by developed economies, with the global manufacturing PMI for these countries reaching a record-high of
59.8 in May (including fresh records for the US, eurozone and UK). The similar index for emerging economies (May: 52.0) has fallen back from the peak reached in
November 2020. That partly reflects the turnaround in China’s PMIs, mirroring, for instance, the fading of catch-up effects (China was the first to get out of the

pandemic) and the turn in China’s credit cycle as Beijing has put more emphasis on financial de-risking. But this EM underperformance also relates to the serious
flare-up of covid-19 in some parts of the world (particularly in India/South Asia), with the PMIs in for instance India, Malaysia and Thailand coming down on renewed
lockdowns/mobility restrictions against the backdrop of a relatively slow vaccination roll-out.

Global Trade
•

World trade in goods has rebounded very strongly, even though major divergences exist between regions due
mainly to widely contrasting health and economic situations .World trade of goods in volume rose above preCovid-19 levels during the winter months, erasing during the 6-month period the drop-off reported in Q1 2020 .
V-shaped recovery underscores the unique nature of the current crisis, with demand staging a major catching-up
movement and an industrial fabric that is more resilient than during previous crises.

•

Following the 2008 global financial crisis, it took three years before world trade of goods returned to pre-crisis
levels. Moreover, despite the abrupt downturn in H1 2020, exports declined 5.0% in volume last year, which is
less than the 12.5% decline reported in 2009.

•

After bottoming out in May 2020, global exports have rebounded by 25% .

•

Yet this robust recovery masks rather large discrepancies between regions, which is largely due to the lag in the
pandemic’s propagation between countries. China was the first to go in lock down and to curb the pandemic,
which means that it was able to restart activity, exports and imports earlier than the rest of the world.

•

In February, European exports and imports were still slightly below year-end 2019 levels. The lag in US exports
was even bigger (after plummeting sharply in H1 2020), but imports have already risen above year-end 2019
levels

Oil Prices : Significant Upside looms
• Oil prices rise to the highest level in two years. Last week OPEC+ stuck to the current plan of gradually normalising oil output. This led
to Brent rising to just below USD72/bbl, as the market seems more concerned about risk of tight oil market in coming months than

OPEC normalising output too fast. It follows a period of moving broadly sideways since March but demand is now about to pick up
with travelling going up over the summer.
• Most recent regarding oil demand is in stark contrast to the forecast three months ago, when the IEA said in its annual Oil 2021 report
with projections through 2026 that global oil demand would take until 2023 to return to the pre-pandemic levels of 100 million bpd.
• According to GasBuddy data, U.S gasoline demand on the Sunday during Memorial Day weekend jumped by 6.8 % from the prior
Sunday and surged 9.6 % above the average of the last four Sundays. This was the highest Sunday demand since the summer of 2019
• Imports into the Asian region are estimated to have dropped in May to the lowest monthly level so far this year. Asia imported 23.07
million bpd of crude oil last month, down from more than 24 million bpd in each of April and March, and from 25.2 million bpd in
February. Demand in south Asia will continue to be a concern—and a closely watched metric—going forward, but right now the
markets don’t see it as a severe obstacle to global oil demand jumping by the end of this year.

Event of the week : ECB
• ECB holds the policy meeting on Thursday, June 10, but chances are slim that Governing Council will make any changes to three policy rates at its
upcoming meeting. The Governing Council has maintained its two-week refinancing rate, which is its main policy rate, at 0.00% since March 2016 –

expected to remain unchanged well into the future.
• The bigger question is what, if anything, the Governing Council will do about its asset purchases. ECB's balance sheet has exploded since the pandemic
began due to a number of asset purchase programs that the Governing Council has implemented. One of these programs, the Pandemic Emergency
Purchase Program (PEPP), authorizes the ECB to purchase up to €1.850 trillion worth of assets. The ECB has used up about 60% of this authorization so far.
• Will the Governing Council announce a "tapering" in the pace of its asset purchases? On one hand, the pandemic appears to be receding as the pace of
vaccinations has ramped up in many European economies. Incoming data suggest that economic activity in the Euro area is accelerating, which calls into
question the need for further monetary accommodation. On the other hand, however, the level of real GDP in the Eurozone remains more than 5% below
its pre-pandemic peak, and the core rate of CPI inflation is only 0.9% at present.
• It would be premature for the Governing Council to announce a tapering in its asset purchases at its June 10 meeting. It is more likely that the ECB will
announce a tapering in its asset purchases later this year.
• But if the Governing Council gives clues on June 10 that a tapering of asset purchases is at hand, then financial markets would likely react. Specifically,
yields on government bonds, which have trended higher since the beginning of the year, likely would rise further. Euro could also strengthen on indications
that the ECB is getting ready to slow the pace of monetary support.

Eurozone Economy – Possible outcomes
• With the virus retreating, a window is opening up for a gradual unwinding of lockdown restrictions, which, until very recently, were close to their
strictest since the first wave hit the European continent. Meanwhile even the services part of the economy is already showing signs of life .
• Of course, the shape of the recovery path this year still largely depends on the vaccination pace, but on this front things clearly seem to have
turned a corner . As such the European Commission’s target to have 70% of the adult population (or just under 60% of the total population)
vaccinated by September no longer seems remote.
• Hence Recovery in consumption this year seems all but certain, but expectations about its vigour – underpinned by the ‘pent-up demand’
narrative – could well be too optimistic . Although Eurozone households have stacked up some EUR600bn in additional saving since the pandemic,
we argue that a sizeable part of those savings will probably stick

• First of all, precautionary saving may have been higher than what the optimists have in mind
• Secondly, even part of the ‘involuntary’ saving may not be ploughed back into the economy due to its distribution among specific groups in
society and even between countries
• Furthermore, ongoing uncertainty and rising prices in the services sector are not to be dismissed either
• Both ‘over-heating’ and a (triple dip) ‘recession’ are among the range of possibilities over the next six quarters.

India: Equity market
• Benchmark indices hit lifetime highs with positive signs for the third straight week
in a row. Positives include the steady decline in daily COVID-19 cases and pickup in

inoculation drive,
• Importantly ,India’s Corporate profit to GDP ratio hit a 10-year high in FY2020-21.
•

This occurred despite a contraction in revenue as the cut in operating costs and
interest outgo aided margins along with a shrinking economy in terms of GDP.

•

Corporate profits primarily represent the formal economy and the pandemic only
escalated the shift in market share from the unorganised to the organised sector.

•

This continuous shift in market share has led the poor to experience great pain,
especially in the second wave, despite several liquidity measures and interest rates
at rock bottom levels.

• Pandemic gave a shot to the formal economy with cheaper credit and assured
accommodative monetary policy over an extended period of time even though it
has not suffered as adversely as Non –formal sector
• 15430 15730 range should prevail next week

India : Bond market • RBI ‘s MPC last week decided to maintain the status quo and keep its policy stance accommodative to facilitate growth
for the covid-hit Indian economy. All MPC members voted unanimously to keep the repo rate at 4% and the reverse
repo rate at 3.35% in the second bi-monthly policy review of this fiscal year.
• Apart from the policy rates, the central bank has stepped up efforts to maintain adequate liquidity in the system as it
announced GSAP 2.0 and a special liquidity window for certain sectors. It aims to manage the entire bond yield curve
and not just the 10-year bond as it seeks to ease financial conditions amid the raging pandemic
• The surprise was inclusion of state development loans under the GSAP . RBI might buy one trillion rupees worth of
federal bonds and the rest two hundred billion rupees worth of state debt securities
•

RBI has once again assured to keep policy stance supportive of growth while it trimmed GDP forecast to 9.5% for the current

financial year. RBI has chosen to support growth even at the cost of current inflationary trends . Normal monsoon and

price stability are expected with an inflation target of 5.1 % for the full year 2021-22.
• Bond yields remain influenced only by RBI actions like rejection of auction bids and open market operations.

